Streamline
your access to
340B savings.

Meet Kalderos Request.
This easy-to-use, platform-based tool
enables 340B covered entities to request
and receive rebates directly from the
manufacturer on drugs dispensed
from contract pharmacy inventory.

Inventory. Contract negotiation. Compliance.
Managing your contract pharmacy partnerships
is complicated, but it doesn’t have to be.

This approach ensures that savings
flow toward the covered entity, not
away. Built-in checks support a flawless
compliance program. And rebates are
paid in an average of 24 days.

Status

Submitted

Kalderos Request for 340B Pay
Built on Kalderos’ modern, cloud-based digital platform,
Request is the only tool on the market that enables

Submitted

providers to receive direct payment of 340B rebates
on contract pharmacy dispenses.

kalderos.com/request

Make the most of your
contract pharmacy

Request and your workflow
3 ways to request
Manually request a discount, upload an Excel
template for batch requests, or connect to our API.

Remove inventory hassles
No more ship-to bill-to, worries about
accumulation or periodic true-ups.
Freedom from inventory makes
managing your program easy.

Minimal fields to fill
Enter your 340B ID, drug NDC, fill date, pharmacy NPI,
prescriber NPI, Rx number and units. Minimal PHI,
no HIPAA concerns, fast and easy.

More cash on hand

Transparent remittance advice

According to independent research,
the Kalderos rebate model has a
positive impact on cash flow as
compared to the current model.

With each payment cycle, receive a
searchable, accessible summary of exactly
what you were paid on each claim.

Collaboration is easy

Automate compliance

Invite your coworkers and outside partners
and assign permissions for a clear shared
view of where your discounts stand.

Built-in compliance checks and a clear
record guarantees compliance from all
parties, so you get what you’re owed
and your audit paperwork is airtight.

Build your pharmacy network
Make things easier on your contract
pharmacies with Request: streamlined
inventory, easier compliance, more
volume-based discounts.

Learn more
Streamline your contract pharmacy partnerships for
greater savings. Get in touch today.

kalderos.com/request

